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Republicans Overseas Condemns the Democrats’ Weaponization  

of the Justice System against President Trump 
 

SALEM, OR – March 30, 2023 – Republicans Overseas condemns the Democrats’ 

weaponization of the United States’ judicial system and calls on Democrats to cease their 

political persecution of President Trump.  

The unjust lawsuit against President Trump in New York City, where a Soros-backed 

District Attorney has cobbled together a misdemeanor charge that is already past the statute of 

limitations with a federal crime already dismissed by the Department of Justice, is only one of 

the Democrats’ anti-American attempts to “find a crime to hang on a person” rather than 

“finding the person who has done the crime”.  

Solomon Yue, CEO of Republicans Overseas, states, “BeijingBiden has weaponized our 

legal system to target his primary political opponent, President Trump. The Soros-funded 

Manhattan District Attorney, Alvin Bragg, is following in Putin’s footsteps and seeking to do to 

President Trump what Putin did to Aleksei Navalny, a prominent Russian opposition figure. 

Navalny was unlawfully detained and has been imprisoned for 11 years and six months. This is 

unacceptable and must be forcefully condemned.”  

While crime has rapidly risen in Democrat-run cities, including a 22% increase in major 

crimes in New York City (where District Attorney Bragg reduced 52% of all felonies to 

misdemeanors), and while the exodus from these Democrat hellholes continues at record levels, 

Democrat politicians weaken laws, allow theft, release violent criminal suspects back onto the 
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streets, demoralize and punish the police, and focus their legal efforts on prosecuting their 

political opponents.  

Democrats must cease behaving like communist autocrats who jail their opponents, reject 

their radical politicians, and call for a restoration of true justice and an end to the censorship, 

intimidation, and legal targeting of their fellow countrymen and women.  

Republican politicians must refuse to work with any Democrat supporting the persecution 

of American citizens and denounce the political and legal witch hunts of Republican officials.    
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